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ABSTRACT 
The process of strip rolling is analyzed using the upper bound 
technique. Two triangular velocity fields, one with triangles in 
linear rigid body motion and the other with triangles in rotational 
rigid body motion, are  developed. The total power is determined as 
a function of the four independent process parameters (relative thick- 
ness, reduction, friction, and front-back tension). The results of 
these two velocity fields are compared with the established solution 
from Avitzur's velocity field of continuous deformation. Upon estab- 
lishing the validity of the triangular velocity field as an approach 
to .the strip rolling problem, recommendations are suggested on how 
this approach can be used to study the split end or alligatoring 
defect. 
1.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1 .1 The Process       / 
The mechanical shaping or forming of the final product represents 
a substantial investment in any metals industry. Speed, efficiency and 
accuracy are  factors in the proper selection of a metalworking operation. 
In the manufacture of products of uniform cross-sectional area, the pro- 
cess of rolling is often chosen.  It is a \/ery  versatile process as 
evident by the wide assortment of product shapes and sizes that can be 
produced. Yet, of all the rolling operations, strip rolling is performed 
more often than all the others combined. 
The objective of strip rolling, where the width of the strip is 
much greater than its thickness, is to reduce the latter. The simple 
geometry of the process facilitates analysis and understanding. The 
concepts which evolve from a study of the strip rolling process can 
be used to enhance the efficiency of the rolling mill operation. Further- 
more, this increased understanding can also indicate those processinq 
conditions in which there is danger of forming defects. Avoiding 
those regions of danger, the formation of defects during strip rolling 
can be diminished. 
In this work, an analysis of strip rolling is made for a Mises' 
material using the upper-bound technique. In the forthcoming study, 
the rolls are of identical radius (RQ)> surface conditions, applied 
power, and circumferential velocity (U). 
The incoming strip is drawn through the rolls by the force of 
friction between the surface of the rolls and the strip (see Fig. 1). 
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As the strip is dragged into the gap between the rolls, it reduces 
in thickness from t at the entrance to tf at the exit. A front 
tension (a  r)  and back tension ( j , ) are  applied to the process. The 
strip enters the region of deformation with velocity v_. As the thick- 
ness reduces, the velocity of the strip increases to a final velocity, 
Vr. Under normal rolling conditions^ the strip moves slower than the 
rolls at the entrance (v  < u) and_fa3ter than the rolls at the exit 
(vf • U). Therefore, a neutral point must exist where the velocity 
of the strip is equal to the velocity of the rolls (v = U). The 
friction forces F, from the entrance to the neutral point aids the 
rolling process while the friction force F? opposes the rolling action. 
The required power for rolling is determined from the difference between 
the friction at the entrance side and the friction at the exit side 
(F] - F2). 
The position of the neutral point depends upon the chosen rolling 
parameters for the process. For example, the larger the reduction 
attempted, the larger the friction \irag (F,) required for the rolling 
to proceed. Under those conditions, the neutral point will move towards 
the exit. When the neutral point reaches the exit (vf = U), the maxi- 
mum possible reduction is achieved and the process becomes unstable. 
Larger reductions will produce skidding over the rolls. For the 
analysis and further discussion of the maximum possible reduction, the 
position of the neutral point, forward slip, and instability, see 
Chapter 13 of Ref (1). 
vi 
1-2 Background 
Von Karman was the first to try to mathematically model the 
2 
rolling process . Using the slug or free-body equilibrium approach, 
he derived a differential equation from which the roll force could be 
calculated. Orowan further characterized the ,work by applying the 
0 
theories of plasticity as boundaries to the rolling equation . The 
resulting differential equation has since led to many solutions, de- 
pendent upon the boundary conditions and assumptions applied. Different 
choices of friction conditions, materTa-} properties, etc., has led to 
many solutions for the roll pressure distribution (see partial list in 
Refs. 3 and 4). 
Another approach which can be used to theoretically study metal 
forming operations is the upper-bound technique. One of the major 
advantages of this method is its ability to understand how processing 
conditions influence the formation of defects during metalworking 
processes. For example, the central burst defect during wire drawing 
and extrusion has been analyzed by Avitzur, et. al.  . Through the 
use of this approach, a better understanding has been developed of 
how the drawing conditions (i.e. reduction, die cone angle, fraction', 
and the properties of the material) may cause this defect. From this 
knowledge, a criterion has been established that indicates under which 
processing conditions a central burst in drawn or extruded materials 
might occur.  Using this criterion to avoid the danger region, the 
central burst defect in the manufacture of drawn or extruded parts 
can be eliminated. Gordon and Van Tyne have used a similar approach 
to study the formation of central burst in closed die forging.*- A 
criterion has wen established which suggests thosJe forging conditions 
to avoid central burst formation during closed die forging. 
There have been several analysis of strip rolling using the upper- 
bound method. Avitzur '  '  assumed a velocity field which accounts 
for the position of the neutral point.  From this field he was able to 
provide equations for the maximum reduction during cold strip rolling 
as a function of the rolling parameters. Piispanen, Eriksson, and 
Piispanen propose a velocity field which assumes the region of defor- 
mation to be a curvilinear triangle which rotates as if it were part 
13 
of the roll  . Kuhn has used this approach of moving rigid body 
triangles in an upper-bound solution to study the defect of alliga- 
toring or split ends during slab rolling 
In this work, two velocity fields of rigid body triangular regions 
are Compared. From the results, recommendations are made on how a 
cri teriot^ may be established to prevent the alligatoring or split 
end defect during strip rolling. 
1 .3 The Upper Bound Technique 
1 5 The upper-bound approach  has been quite successful and is a 
wel1-documented method for analyzing metalworking processes. The 
methodology begins with an assumed material flow pattern, termed a 
kinematically admissible velocity field. For a velocity field to be 
kinematically admissible, it must satisfy the geometrical boundary 
conditions and the volume constancy requirement. The material may be 
divided up into different zones; the velocity of each zone is determined 
individually.  The chosen flow pattern should be as realistic as possible. 
"\ 
Often it is necessary to include extra parameters into the 
analysis to approach this realistic velocity field. These extra 
15 parameters are  termed pseudo-independent variables  and are in- 
cluded in the derivation of the velocity field. As the power for 
the process is calculated, these are  treated as independent. But 
the actual values which these variables possess are  determined from 
those combinations which produce the lowest power (Principle of Minimum 
Energy) 
Then, in turn, the strain rates (^.j). internal powers of defor- 
mation (W-)» shear power losses along surfaces of discontinuities (Wr), 
friction power losses (toy ), and the power to overcome external pressure 
tractions (to  ) are determined. All these power terms are calculated 
15 based-on standard definitions used in the upper-bound method . The sum 
of all these power terms, which are functions of the geometry and physical 
properties of the process, is set equal to the externally supplied power 
(J*) which is needed to forge or work the material. According to the 
upper-bound theorem, the true externally supplied flower will be less than 
or equal to the sum of these individual power terms which have been cal- 
culated based upon a kinematically admissible velocity field. 
In effect, for any combination of geometrical and physical condi- 
tions (independent variables), the process itself determines the values 
of its pseudo-independent variables, and thus the best velocity field. 
An excellent summary of the upper-bound approach as an application 
15 
of limit analysis to metal forming processes is presented by Avitzur 
2. ASSUMED FLOW PATTERNS 
For the strip rolling process, three patterns are presented to 
model the material flow within the region of deformation between the 
rolls. The first will be a recapitulation of the original work done 
by Avitzur using a continuous field of deformation.  In this analysis, 
the general pattern of flow in the deformation region is a converging 
accelerated flow from entrance to exit, with a surface of velocity dis- 
continuity at the entrance to the deformation region. 
In the other two velocity fields, the deformation zone is divided 
up into a series of individual elements, shaped as triangles, possessing 
rigid body motion.  In the first velocity field these triangles are as- 
sumed to move in a linear fashion. For the other velocity field it is 
assumed that they rotate. The three velocity fields are termed: 
I. Continuous region of plastic deformation with 
eccentric cylinders. 
II. Triangular velocity field with linear rigid 
body motion. 
III. Triangular velocity field with rotational 
rigid body motion. 
A detailed description of each Velocity field follows.  ' 
2.1 Continuous Region of Plastic Deformations 
A continuous region of plastic deformations, separating the 
entrance from the exit, is described in Refs. 10-12 and in Fig. 2. 
The surface r is a cylindrical surface of velocity discontinuity. The 
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first point of contact between  the strip and the roll   is de- 
fined by the angle 
(2-D 
(assuming a, is small). At this point of contact a tangential line 
to the roll surface is prescribed. Where the tangential line inter- 
sects with the plane of symmetry of the rolls and the strip, the apex 
or center of surface "  is assumed. The region of plastic deformation 
is bounded by the surface r and the plane connecting the axes of symmetry 
of the rolIs. 
Upon entering the region of plastic deformation (crossing the v 
surface), the velocity of a point in the workpiece changes direction 
from parallel to the plane of symmetry to a converging flow towards the 
apex 0. Volume constancy dictates that along r, the velocity towards 
the apex is (see Fig. 3) 
v = v cos o (2-2) 
introducing a shear component parallel to the surface r of 
A v = vQ sin t) (2-3) 
The angle fJ changes gradually from o = 0 at the plane of symmetry 
to '>   = u-, on the surface of the strip. 
As each point within the deformation region moves towards the 
exit, its speed increases and its direction of flow becomes closer to 
< 
the longitudinal direction. Upon reaching the exit all points in 
the workpiece have reached the speed vf and flow uniformly in the 
longitudinal direction. Thus there is no assumed velocity discon- 
tinuity at the exit. 
The thickness (t) of the strip changes as a function of position 
(a) as 
t = tf + 2 RQ (1 - cosn) (2-4) 
For small- angles   (a   ••   1),   it can be stated that 
sin a  -  u and cos a ?   1 (2-5) 
substituting the approximation from Eq. (2-5) into Eq. (2-4)leads to 
t ; tf + R J  = R0 (/ + '-«2) = tf (1 + p- <2)    (2-6) 
0 f 
From volume constancy 
vt
 
=
 
vf ^ = vn <„ -  Utn (2-7) 
where tn is the thickness of the strip at the neutral point. Setting 
n as the angular position of the neutral angle along the roll, the 
velocity of the strip in the deformation region becomes 
v = 
a 2 
n 
0 
2 a 
>7) 
The power terms associated with this velocity field are calculated in 
Section 3-1. 
2.2 Triangular Velocity Field with Linear Rigid Body Motion 
A triangular velocity field based on linear rigid body motion is 
described in Fig. 4. Due to the symmetry of the process, only the upper 
half of the strip deformation is» described.  In the assumed flow pattern, 
the deformation region is divided into a series of N elements which move 
with a rigid body motion. The deformation power is determined by the 
internal shearing that occurs between these element. The element k is 
bounded by three surfaces, creating a triangle with base on the roll 
and apex on the plane of symmetry. The surface of contact between the 
roll and each element is approximated by a straight line. Toward the 
entrance side of the triangular element,"all points are assumed to flow 
in a direction parallel to the plane of symmetry of the strip, with a 
constant linear velocity. From the principles of volume constancy 
'k-1 
"ill 
Vl (2-9) 
Upon crossing the r_. surface which divides the entrance region from. 
the kth triangle, the direction and the magnitude of the velocity change. 
All points within the kth element are assumed to move as a rigid body 
in a direction parallel to the assumed linear surface of the roll. 
Work done by Avitzur and Pachla  prove, through the principles 
of volume constancy, that the surface of velocity discontinuity between 
two intersecting linear velocity fields is a straight line. Thus the 
surface r„. isva straight line.  If it is described with respect to 2k ^S 
the symmetry by the angle Bp. , the magnitude of the velocity in the kth 
element can be determined from the volume constancy principle.  It is 
required that the normal components of the velocities be equal in each 
zone along their common surface of velocity discontinuity. So :-~k 
v sin (,2k - ,flk) = vk_1 sin ^ (2-10) 
where v is the velocity in the kth element and i . is defined as the 
u K 
average angle of contact which  the kth element makes with  the roll 
surface. 
Substituting Eq. (2-1) and simplifying yields 
v^tf   sin tf„. 
As  the material  crosses  the "       surface,   the velocity again 
changes direction and magnitude.     After crossing  this  surface  the 
material  again  flows^parallei   to  the plane of symmetry with a  velocity 
11 
v, .     Its magnitude,  as  determined  through volume constancy is 
Vf 
The surface r , is a straight line with an angle 6, with 
respect to the plane of symmetry. The magnitude of v within kth 
element can again be found. Setting the normal components along the 
r,, surface equal, the velocity within the element is determined to 
be: 
Vf   sin ^lk ,. ... V
"^T^^7T^, (2-13) 
Note that Eqs. (2-11) and (2-13) are found to be equal. 
2.3 Triangular Velocity Field with Rotational Rigid Body Motion 
A triangujar velocity field based on rotational rigid body motion 
is illustrated in Fig. 5. This flow pattern is similar to the previ- 
ously discussed linear rigid body motion. 
A cylindrical coordinate system (R, o) is assumed with its center 
located at the center of the roll. The surface of contact between the 
element and the roll is thus described as part of a cylinder. The de- 
formation region is divided into a series of N elements. The material 
within the kth element is assumed to rotate as a rigid body about the 
center of the coordinate system at a constant angular velocity of w.• 
12 
As in the linear velocity field, the material approaching the 
r?. surface of velocity discontinuity flows with a linear rigid body 
motion parallel to the plane of symmetry of the strip. The linear 
velocity, v ,, is given by Eq. (2-9). Upon crossing the r_. surface, 
the velocity changes to a rigid body rotational motion. When the material 
exits the element across the f\ . surface, a linear rigid body motion 
return with magnitude v. (Eq. 2-12). 
Further work on the characteristics of surfaces of velocity dis- 
continuities by Avitzur and Pachla  proves that the surface derived 
through volume constancy from the intersection of a linear and rota- 
tional rigid body motion is an arc of a circle. For the specific case 
where the rotational rigid body revolves about the center of the coordin- 
ate system and the direction of the linear motion is perpendicular to 
the ') = 0 axis, Eq. (4.2.1.2) from Ref. [16] can be simplied to the form 
of 
(R cos o + -V + R2 sin2 e = Rr 2 (2-14) 
wk 
where Rr is the radius of the circle with its center located at 
vl (- —, 0) in (R, o) coordinates and v, is the magnitude of the linear 
wk ' 
velocity. The position of this surface of velocity discontinuity is 
fixed by locating its two endpoints. As can be seen in Fig. 5, one 
13 
endpoint is located along the surface of the roll; the other endpoint 
is along the plane of symmetry of the strip. Usirfg these two points, 
the position of each surface is fixed (see Appendix A for derivation), 
For the r.. Surface, this leads to Ik 
where 
Ro  / 
T 
^ 
TT k,2 1 + 2 ^ cos a. + (p-) 
R, ,2 (a 
R. 
. (2-15) < 
From the geometry 
cos u, = i 
7 Rn  2 R o    o 
(2-16) 
i'||,,J«;,!,|^l,\,! (2-17) 
Similarly,  for the  r_.   surface 
V2k  7 
,  +  2 __ cos    Vl   4-  (_) 
where 
R, *2 
'k-1       1 (# 
o k-1 
and also  from the geometry 
r (2-i8) 
COS   i.i.    ,   =   1 k-1 
1 hzl + 1 li 
2 Ro        2~Ro 
(2-19) 
Knowing the position of the  two surfaces  of velocity discontinuities, 
the shear power  losses may be calculated  (see section  3.3). 
15 
; 
3. POWER TERMS 
3.1  Continuous Region of Plastic Deformation 
As a result of the assumed velocity field, there are four power 
terms which make up the total energy required to perform the strip 
rolling process. They are: 
1) Shear power losses along the r surface of velocity 
discontinuity 
2) Internal power of deformation 
3) Friction power losses 
4) Power associated with the front and back tensions 
The complete derivation of the power terms is provided in Ref. [17] 
and will not be discussed in this paper. 
The shear losses along the surface of velocity discontinuity (r) 
(see Fig. 2) are expressed as 
Hs, = H%utf" t^K2)/jif"j^-1      (3-|) 
Accounting  for the ideal  portion of the power and neglecting the 
shear losses  in the  region of plastic deformation,  the  internal   power of 
deformation becomes 
R t 
'i -V=f'outf<' ♦nJ„z> '" r: <3"2> J
 f f 
16 
<!■* Friction losses, calculated to take into account the position 
of the-neutral point are  determined to be 
0 
's2 ' -3 
«
2
 
tan
"
1
 /5^ an -.tan"1  ^77) 
^ 
(a2 " Zan} (3-3) 
..</ 
where mis defined as  the constant  friction  factor. 
Lastly,   the power associated with  the front and back  tensions 
are determined to be 
R   0 
H , = 0 tf (1 + r u„ ) (° K - ° f) ab   f v  tf n ' v xb   xf (3-4) 
( 
The externally supplied power, J*, is set equal to the sum of 
all these individual power terms. Making the simplification that 
ta 
i / R      / R 
-l/o   . / 0 
. J     lf n      J     lf n (3-5) 
17 
J* becomes 
J* = ~   a    Utf /  3      ° f 
V    .   ll'fltfl [1
 
+
 
(Jv")]^^y^- 
a a 
xb  -     xb 
(2//J)0     " m -   1] 
R R 
'■J^^'1*/^.] 
(3-6) 
This  is  the same as  Eq.   (15.18b)   found  in. Ref.   [17] 
"In  functional   form J* can be expressed as 
'o    fcf 
a a 
xb  -     xf 
xJ5^7 = (v v '"' wrrr^;dnd r'n) (3-7) 
The required energy for rolling is determined as a function of 
reduction (tQ/tf), roll radius (t^/R ), friction conditions (m), for- 
ward and backward tension ((? b - °   J/(2//l) a ) and the parameter «n, 
which controls the position of the neutral point. Under a set of con- 
stant process conditions (independent variables), <»  is initially 
treated as an independent variable. But the value which u comes to 
actually possess and thus the exact position of the neutral point will 
be, by the Principle of Minimum Energy, that value which requires the 
minimum amount of externally supplied power for the process to occur. 
18 
In effect, the process itself determines the value of i and thus 
the best velocity field. Parameters like <  which have these char- 
.. n 
acteristics are  termed pseudo-independent parameters as distinct from 
the independent parameters over which the operator has direct control- 
So, to minimize J*, Eq. (3-6) is differentiated with respect to 
a and the result is set equal to zero. The actual position of the 
neutral point which minimizes the total power becomes 
- 1 + - xb^^ 2 o. 
xf 
/~3 
(3-8) 
similar to Eq.   (15.19)   in Ref.   [17]. 
Placing the value of a    back  into  the expression  for J*.   the 
externally-supplied power becomes a  function of the rolling para- 
meters 
J*  =  -£. J     tr  U /3'   " 
*o  ,   1 
^0
fcf Y" *7 + 
JR 
V     fo      ,      °xb - °xf 
L      t f '   ' 2    a o   >/   f ^     o 
(3-9) 
Same as  Eq.   (15.18c)   in Ref.   [17]. 
19 
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3.2 Triangular Velocity Field with Linear Rigid Body Motion 
The total power consumed around a single element is found by 
the summation of three power terms; the two power terms accounting 
for the shear losses along the r?.   and ^  surfaces respectively and. 
and the friction losses between the element and the surface of the 
roll. 
Work by Avitzur and Pachla shows an expression for the shear 
power losses along the surface of velocity discontinuity between two 
linear velocity fields  . For the specific case where the direction 
of one linear motion is parallel to the x-axis, the power losses as 
> 
defined by Eq. (3.4.3) of Ref. [16] simplify to 
W  = — 1 + 
Vl   - 2 Vl COS a 
1 COS u 
'1 
(xB-xA) (3-10) 
where v,   is  the magnitude of the velocity which  is  parallel   to  the 
x-axis.     Likewise,   Vp  is  the magnitude of the velocity  in  the other 
zone,   a   is  the angle between  the two velocities and X»,  XR are the 
x-coordinates of the surface of velocity discontinuity. 
Applying Eq.   (3-10)  to the   r     surface  (see Appendix B for 
derivation),   the resulting shear losses  become 
'7 v   R f   o 
2k 
—° U  t, ~ ~ t f-J       f 2    U  ck-l 
r-/L 
D~   f    ID       C°t "■      , LRQ      2Ro ak J 
(3-11) 
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Similarly, along the r,. surface 
" Ik /T      f 2 u h 
tiUti 
LT+ 2lTcot "ak J 
o o 
(3-12) 
The friction losses 'are calculated next. They follow the general 
expression 
W„. 
s:
'3k f 'M\ Av dS 3 k —    7  m Av S,, 30  |  | 3k (3-13) 
From the geometry 
(h.i  -  tk) 
= '
k
~
] 
*3k " 2sin a ak 
(3-14) 
The tangential velocity difference along the r  surface is equal' to 
\   ttie velocity of the roll (U) minus the velocity of the element (Eq. 
(2-13)). This can be expressed in the form of 
Av    =  U ■ t U    k 
cos a+ 2 r^ sin a . 
ak t, ak 
(3-15) 
-■& 
Substituting Eqs.   (3-14)  and  (3-15)   into; E<fF(3-13),   the friction   • 
losses ^re \ 
Wcr,   = — a     t, U n s: 3k 3    o    f 
_q        r    o 1 
cos aak + 2 ^ sin uflk| 
Ro        Ro 
2sin u ak 
(3-16! 
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So, the total power consumed for the kth element, J* is 
J* = W    + W    +W (3-17) k
  ,
sr2k   srlk   s'3k 
where the individual terms are given by Eqs. (3-11), (3-12) and 
(3-16) respectively. 
In functional form, the relative oower, j. , can be stated as 
j j ■ ;, k      ■ nf, m, -/, -£. /■ V-s r)   (3-'8» K
  =£ 7 U tr    cf    o  u  o   o   o 
• 3 °  f 
The total relative power j* for the rolling is equal to the sum of 
the individual elements 
N 
j? = E j* (3-19) 1
 k=l k 
In  the case of the total   power for one element,   there  is only one 
pseudo-independent parameter,  the relative position of the element's 
apex,  x./R  , along the axis of symmetry of the strip.     For a  fixed 
set of independent parameters   (tf/R  , m,  tQ/tf),  fixed values  of the 
elements  intersection with  the  roll   (t./R  ,   t, _,/R  ),  and a  particular 
value of the forward slip  (vf/U),   the optimal  poiition of x,/R    may 
be  found.     (Note that the optimisation procedure of vf/U,  t,   -,/R 
and  t./R    for the  triangular velocity  fields  is  explained  in  section 4.1) 
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W 
^ 
The derivation of J£ is taken with respect to x. .  (See Ap- 
pendix C for the derivation). Setting this expression equal to 
zero, the optimal value of x./R in the triangular velocity field 
with linear rigid body motion is 
(r) 
o'opt* 
t, 
2R. 
r 
<'
cot
 
a
ak  + 
v 
Xsin a 
j— dif^m) 
ak 
where x 
-k-1 
and the plus sign under the square root applies when 
(3-20) 
vf fcf 1  
U    tk xk cos
 
aak + 2 ^ sin aflk 
(3-21) 
/ 
If however, when the plus sign is applied and the inequality is not 
satisfied, then the minus sign should be applied and the term on the 
left at the inequality must become smaller (not greater) than one. 
This restriction occurs as a result of the change in the frictional 
force direction when the neutral point is passed. 
>   -    —— X The resulting power for—orte element becomes 
k     /-j   0    f <
m>2 + ^->2)  m - 2 cot a . 
X sin2 aak 
; + 1 
Lk-1   X -  1 
2
    
Ro    sin2  a 
ak 
(3-22) 
where the inequality of Eq. (3-21) applies to the selection of the 
sign for the last term. 
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3.3 Triangular Velocity Field with Rotational Rigid Body Motion 
Similar to the linear rigid body motion discussed in the pre- 
vious section, the total power consumed around a single element in 
a rotational rigid body motion, is the sum of three power terms. 
Those are the two power terms attributed to the shear losses alonq 
the r„. and r,. 'surfaces respectively and the friction losses between 
the element and the surface of the roll. 
Further work by Avitzur and Pachla shows that for a rotational 
rigid body motion intersecting with a linear rigid body, the shear 
power losses along the surface of velocity discontinuity r. is as 
follows:  (Eq. (4.4.3) from Ref. [16]) 
rk 
O    o 
/T r \ sin 
-1 
!i 
r xA + „k 
vi 
X„   <A k 
R r 
(3-23) 
where X. and X are the two points through which the shear losses 
are to be calculated. u>. is the angular velocity of the rotating 
element and v, is the magnitude of the linear velocity approaching 
the surface of velocity discontinuity,  . R(. is the radius of the  / 
face !'. Applying this equation to the r  surface results in 
2a 
W P  = 
5
'2k  / 3 
°utf i f
 
2
 u 
(^k)2 
i - (IT) 
sin 
^ 
24 
■1 + i Vi    i ^f 2    R 2 R 'k-1 -, 
o o 
2k 
sin 
■1   - ill 2  R_ R \-U 
'2k 
(3-24) 
Similarly along the  r      surface J
       o J Ik 
Z 1 
sr 
0
 u tj ]   f 
Rr       < 
Ik ►O        f 2 U R,  2 ]
-(fr') 
o 
sin 
Rr 
Ik 
-  sin 
Mk^ 
lk 
o 
(3-25) 
The friction  losses between  the rotating element and  the roll   for one 
element  is 
a 
k-1 
W o sr m —   I   AV   |   R    d  o 3k        J S~l o . 
0 = ak     . 
(3-26) 
where the tangential   velocity difference between the element and the 
roll   is 
A v UJ .   R    -  U k    o (3-27) 
Simplifying this expression and substituting Eq. (A-6) for m.     the 
friction losses become 
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S' 3k 
a     . R 
27f U V 2 t7 (Vl " (V 
vf VRo 
W/) 
-  1 (3-28) 
Similar to the linear rigid body motion velocity field,  the position of 
the apex,   x./R      a  pseudo-independent parameter, is a  function of the 
power o'f the element only.     Determination of this value is  obtained by 
differentiating J* with  respect  to  the parameter,  setting  the derivative 
equal   to zero  then  solving  for  the pseudo-independent parameter which 
is  termed  the optimal   value.    Unfortunately,  there  is difficulty  in 
solving  for  (x./R  )     .   explicitly.     Therefore,  numerical methods  for 
K       U'Opt 
optimization are used. The optimization procedure is discussed in the 
next section. 
As in the linear velocity field, the total power consumed for the 
kth element, J£ is 
•9- 
Jk W sr + w. sr- + w sr- (3-29) 2k        °'lk        °'3k 
where the  individual   terms are given by Eqs.   (3-24),   (3-25), and  (3-28) 
In function  form,   the relative power j£ of the kth element can be 
stated as 
■Jk .. to          lf    Vf    h  Vl N
 ^ 
=
 ~2 ~r " (V m' R"' v R~ ~R~ K
        -L o      U   t f f                0      u           0        0 /~3  o     r 
'-) (3-30) 
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v\ 
The total relative power j* for the rolling is equal to the sum of 
the individual elements 
N 
i* = 5' i* 
T
  k=1 K 
(•3-31) 
" / 
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4. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
As stated in the' previous section-, the total power for the process 
as it is described by either of the two triangular velocity fields is 
equal to the sum of the powers of the individual triangles. This 
pov/er j*, (for either triangular velocity field) can be presented 
' T 
symbolically as ,   / 
J£ t,.t >"f.~Or 
.* ,_t  r/f 0 Xb Xf... 
& ^1' 
t2   h hzl bi J}zl 
R'fT'   R'      '   R     '   R      R OOO 00 Q 
% *1   *A   *1 xk-l    ^k 
R '  R *  R '     *    R    '  R  * OOO 00 
n-1    _n    .   _f  v 
R    • ■ R  '  & u 0        0         
The first four parameters are the independent process parameters, the 
same as existed in the continuous field equation, Eq. (3-9). The rest 
of the parameters are pseudo-independent variables, subject to optimi- 
zation. 
The optimization method used to determine these values can be 
described as four nested procedures. The inner procedure is the op- 
xk timization of the power of one triangle with respect to its p—. As 
x.        0 
stated in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the position of K- that provides the 
0 
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minimum power consumption for the individual triangle k is dependent 
on the positions of the apexes t, ,/R and t,/R of the individual 
triangle only. This position is not dependent on the values of 
t,/R or x./R for other triarfgles, nor is it a function of Vr/U. So, k o    k o r 
only when t,_i/R0 or *-^/R    are  changed for that particular triangle, a 
new optimal value of x./R should be sought.  For the triangular field 
K   U 
of linear rig'id body motion, x,/R is expressed explicitly. For rota- 
tional rigid body motion, x /R is subject to optimization by numerical 
methods. 
The next procedure outward is the optimization with respect to 
t,/R .  In this loop, the values of t,/R 's are searched for all the k o k o 
triangles so as to minimize the total J*  This requires that there 
be a particular set of t./R 's, that when the total, power for the pro- 
cess is calculated, it is found to be minimum. This requires a multi- 
dimensional gradient technique which ensures the satisfaction of all 
the imposed boundary conditions. 
The third loop outward is optimization of vf/U, the relative exit 
velocity. Similar to the neutral angle of the continuous velocity field, 
the total power of the process is subject to minimization with respect to 
vf/U. Typical values of vf/U lie in the range of 1.0 to 1.1. vf/U is 
related to the neutral angle through the equation 
^,+^n
2
(4.„ 
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Finally, in the outer most loop N, the number of triangles, is 
varied urrtil the determined power begins to increase. The optimum 
number of triangles is then assumed to be found. 
•o 
«% 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Graphs are  presented to illustrate the behavior of j* with 
T 
respect to the pseudo-independent parameters (Figs. 6 & 7), and 
with respect to the independent parameters (Figs. 8, 9 ft 10). A 
comparison is made between the results generated from the continuous 
velocity field and those from the two triangular velocity fields. 
Please note that the graphs presented for the triangular velocity 
field with rotational rigid body motion are based on preliminary 
studies, of equations not in their final form. The equations pre- 
sented in this text are in their final form and programming and 
execution runs are needed in order to generate new, more precise 
graphs for presentation. 
In Fig. 6, for rigid body motion, the v/eighted power, j* is the 
ordinate, while the number of elements or triangles, N,is the abscissa. 
For the independent parameters indicated (t /R = 0.01, t./t = 0.7, 
a
 h ° f 
m = 0.2 and —~  = 0-0)» tne triangular field of rotational motion 
yielded the lowest power for 10 elements. The triangular field of linear 
motion was minimized when 7 elements occur. This optimal relative power from 
linear rigid body motion is 0.51677, a little lower than the continuous 
solution of 0.53286. The preliminary results of the rotational field 
promise an even lower solution. Figure 6 illustrates that the triangular 
velocity fields do indeed provide a lower solution than the continuous 
velocity field. 
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Figure 7 shows the existence of the optimal relative exit vel- 
ocity. For the same values of the independent process parameter as 
Fig. 6, there is a neutral angle where the velocity of the strip is 
equal to the velocity of the roll. With the values of Vr/U being 
slightly larger than 1.0, indicating that there *>s a small degree of 
forward slip in rolling under these assumed conditions, the percent 
forward slip can be calculated from 
f% =  (_! - 1) x 100    / (5-1) 
U 
Table I summarizes the results of optimization of both the continuous 
and linear rigid body velocity fields. The values of t. ,/R , t,/R , J J k-1 o  k o' 
and x./R , together with the individual weighted power consumed at each 
element (for 7 elements) in linear rigid body motion is also presented.'1 
The validity of the triangular velocity field is further supported 
by studying the effects of the independent process parameters on the 
relative exit velocity and the optimal, power, j*. Figures plots the 
relative exit velocity as a function of the friction factor, m (with 
the previous values of t /R , t./t , and x~ "    for  both the con- 0  0   f  0        CO 
n ° 
tinuous and triangular velocity fields. The general trend indicates 
that as the.friction between the strip and the roll increases, the 
relative exit velocity increases indicating that the process becomes 
more stable. For low values of friction, v./U approaches I, the neutral 
angle approaches the exit, and rolling tends toward instability. Note that 
both the continuous and triangular velocity -fields have the same trends. 
J2 
* 
The optimal number of elements for each triangular velocity field is 
given in brackets for the linear motion and parenthesis for the ro- 
tational motion. 
Figure 9 djsplays the power ,i* as a function of friction under the 
same rolling conditions. The higher the friction, the larger the power 
needed to perform the process. Again, both the continuous and trian- 
gular fields illustrate the same trends, but the resulting power for 
the triangular fields are lower. 
Figure 10 shows the weighted power as a function of the relative 
thickness t /R .  In general, as the roll radius, R , decreases (t /R 
o o    3 o oo 
increases), the length of contact between the roll and the strip de- 
creases. As this length decreases, the power needed to perform the 
rolling also decreases. Again, this trend is shown in the results 
and again, the triangular field yields a lower solution. 
{ 
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6. SUMMARY 
The upper bound technique has been used to analyze the process 
of strip rolling. Two triangular velocity fields, one with triangles 
in linear rigid body motion a^njd the other with triangles in rotational 
rigid body motion, are developed. The total power, J*, is determined 
as a function of the four independent process parameters (relative 
thickness, reduction, friction, and front-back tension) and the pseudo- 
independent parameters. After optimization, the results of these" two 
velocity fields are compared with the established solution from the 
velocity field of continuous deformation. Though the optimization 
procedure of the triangular fields is indeed much more complex, these 
two fields provide a similar solution to- the older velocity field. This 
establishes the validity of the triangular velocity field as an a.pproach 
to the strip rolling problem 
The goal of the triangular velocity field in strip rolling is not 
simply to provide yet another analysis of strip rolling. The optimiza- 
tion procedure is far too complex to justify the use of the field in 
this manner. The strength of the approach is its ability to analyze 
the formation of the split end or alligatoring defect in the strip 
rolling process, as well as the ability to study other defects. For 
example, this study can serve as a basis for further work as described 
next. 
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7. POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK 
Figure 11 shows the alligaton'ng of a steel strip after being 
rolled. The defect initiates as a crack, forming along the central 
plane of the deformed material (the plane connecting the axis of sym- 
metry of the rolls). As the rolling process proceeds, the two "halves" 
of the material separate from each other and alligaton'ng occurs. 
The general pattern of flow expected during strip rolling with 
split ends vs. sound flow is described in Fig. 12.  In the top half, 
strip rolling with sound flow is described by use of a single rotational 
triangle. One triangle is also used in the bottom half for strip rolling 
with split ends. Mote that for sound flow, the position of the apex 
x. , along the axis of symmetry of the strip, is positive.  If the surface 
of velocity discontinuity, ['■,,, is removed, and the position of the apex 
is allowed to be negative, the triangle k would continue to rotate around 
the roll axis and split ends would develop. Should more than one triangle 
be used, this simplification in the velocity field will be adapted to 
the last triangle. 
So, with the triangular velocity fields, fa comparison can be made 
of how the rolling parameters influence, the formation of the split end 
defect.  In comparing both sound flow and flow with split ends, a criter- 
ion could also be developed for the range of combination of the indepen- 
dent parameter that allows rolling without split ends. 
Thus, the analysis of split ends justifies the application of a 
triangular velocity field to the problems of strip rolling. 
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TABLE I - RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION OF CONTINUOUS AND TRIANGULAR 
LINEAR RIGID BODY VELOCITY FIELDS 
Rolling Conditions : 
v f 
ra°-01 
V °'7 
*-*" 
m = 0.2 
°*
b
 " °>f . 0.0 2    o0 
/ 3 
Avitzur's* 
Continuous Linear 
Field Field 
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1.0451 1.0478 
j* x 103 0.53286 0.51595 
T " 
a 1.7767  x   10"2 X 
n 
s 
element k 
/x 10 3 
0 
Xk    -3 
— x 10 
Ro i* A 
0 10.000 .   . 
1 9.0640 4.2031 0.16384 
2 8.3641 3.8250 0.12213 
3 7.8460 3.5334 JO'. 08794 
4 7.4731 3.3032 0.5967. 
5 7.1937 3.9631 0.04002 
6 7.0466 3.8999 0.02763 
7 7.0000 3.7548 0.01555 
-a 
,; i \__0.51595 
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FIG. 3 BOUNDARY  OF  VELOCITY   DISCONTINUITY 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of Shei^Power Losses Along r?, ,   r\..for the Triangular 
Velocity Field with Rotational   Rigid Body Motion 
, I.      Equation  for the(surface r„, ,  r,. 
<i? 
Work done by Avitzur and Pachla  reveal that the surface of 
velocity discpntinuity between a linear and rotating rigid body is 
a circle. For the specific case where the rotating rigid body revolves 
about the center of the coordinate system and the direction of the 
linear motion is perpendicular to the o= 0 axis, Eq. (4.2.1.2) fr.om 
Ref. [16] can be simplified to the form of 
(R cos o + -!-) + R2 sin2o = R2 (2-14) 
"k '    ■  - 
where 9    is  the radius of this circle with its center located at 
uik»  0)  in  (R,  o) coordinates,     v,   is  the magnitude of the velocity 
of the linear rigid body and UJ    is  the angular velocity of the rotating 
rigid body. 
For the ''»,   surface,   the velocity v,   is defined as  v,   ,,  in the 
linear direction, of magnitude expressed by Eq.   (2-9).     One endpoint 
of the surface  intersects  the roll  at coordinates   (R  ,  u,   ,).    Sub- 
stituting Eq.   (2-9) and  the point  (R^,   (j|_])   into Eq.   (2-14) yi'elds 
/    2 vf  Lf vf  Lf Rr.„    -J < + 2Ro trr1- c°s   Vl   * Tf-^~ (A-l) 
f   tf f   t. 
T cos   i.   ,   +  
'2k      J     u u Vl   "k k_1      k-]   "k 
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Replacing Eq. (A-l) back into the general expression of Eq. (2-14) 
produces 
(R cos o + -I—f—)2  R2 sin2 o * R2 + 2 R ~—— cos «. , 
Vl "k °    ° Vl '"k    k"] 
+ (^ *<    )2 \-l V (A-2) 
In order to fix u, and thus the center of this circle, a second 
point is needed. Along the plane of'symmetry of the strip, this point 
has coordinates (R. ». o ) where R, is given by Eq. (2-17) and 
cos   o, V
2
 
+
 
Ro (A-3) 
PI acing the coordinates   (R, ,   o  )  back  into Eq.   (A-2) and simplifying 
»} 
v* t. 
R2 - R2 = 2 -J-—f—r- (R„ cos «    T  - R.   cos  o, ) k        o t._,  u).      o k-1        k k' 
solving  for u. 
(A--4) 
9   Vf   ^ CJ       =9    k
      Vi 
Ro cos ak-l  - Rk cos ak 
R2- R2 k        o 
(A-5) 
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Substituting Eq.   (A-3)  for cos  fl    and Eq.   (2-19)  for co& a        into 
Eq-   (A-5) 
vf lf 
R2 -  R2 
o        k 
(A-6) 
This  leads  to 
2k 
R2 + 2 T^— (R2 Rk)  cos  Vl  + 
'R. - R 
•k-1 
2.2 
(A-7) 
Applying  this same approach  to  the  r      surface 
R R2      R2 2 
R2 + 2 J>  (R2 .  R2)  cos        +   /  o k\ 
lk  I °   . fck  °   k      k   v fck   y 
(A-8) 
II. Derivation of Shear Losses Along ."   r 
16 Further work by Avitzur and Pachla  reveal that for the assumed 
ity field, the shear f 
Eq. (4.4.3) from Ref. [16], 
veloc power losses along the ['  surface .fol lows, 
W r,  = ,=£ R2 si.  / 3 r Jk < sir, 
h + 1 N 
V. 
_ . 1 
XA ~"k 
R„ 
sin 
(3-23) 
where X^ and X^ are the two points through which the shear losses are 
to be calculated. Translating from cylindricaf coordinates to cartesian 
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V-- 
coordinates,  X,  and X„  for the  r„,   surface are 
XA =  RQ cos  a^ (A-9) 
along the surface of the roll  and 
XB =  Rk cos  ok A-10) 
on  the plane of symmetry of the strip.     Replacing cos a,   ,   in Eq.   (A-9) 
by Eq.   (2-19) and cos  o.   in Eq.   (A-10)  by Eq.   (A-3),  the  tv/o endpoints 
simplify to 
lk-l       fcf XA = Ro " ~T~ + T 
Again,   for the r„,   surface,   the velocity v,   is  defined by v,   ,, 
expressed by Eq.   (2-9).     Employing Eq.   (A-6)  for w.,   the ratio 
v,_,/^,   becomes 
2        2 
vl      Po "  Rk 
_L = JL i (A_12) 
^k Vl 
which is  defined  in  the nomenclature of the present work  on strip 
rol1ing as U,   ,. k-I 
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Placing Eq.   (A-11)  for X. , X    and W     ,   for  the ratio v. _,/,•.!.. 
the shear losses along the  r?.   surface reduce to < 
sr2k    >' 3 
o vf tf 
r 2k 
2        2 
R    -  K o        k 
sin 
**k-l       V 
-  R    + -4-1 - -4- - W.    . o        2 2        k-1 
R, 
2k 
sin o      2 k-1 
2k 
.--.. (A-13) 
Applying'this  same approach  to the :,,   surface 
SIlk    >'  3    f    f 
sin 
r 
r lk 
2 2 
?o "  Rk 
i < 
.   -1 
s in 
o      2 k 
R„ 
' lk 
H      tf 
o22 k 
R, 
lk 
(A-14) 
These  two equations are equivalent  to Eqs.   (3 24) and  (3 25)  respec- 
tively. . „ 
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APPENDIX B 
Derivation of Shear Power Losses Along r„, , r,. for the Trianqular 2k  1 k J 
Velocity Field with Linear Rigid Rody Motion 
Work done by Avitzur and Pachla shows an expression for the shear 
power losses along the surface of velocity discontinuity between two 
linear velocity fields . For the specific case where the direction 
of one linear motion is parallel to the x-axis, the power losses as 
defined by Eg. (3.4.3) of Ref. [16] simplify to 
sr 
_o 
~3 
1 +(^)2"2^cos 
1 COS <t 
'1 
(XR - XA) (3-10) 
where v, is the magnitude of the velocity which is parallel to the x-axis, 
Likewise, v^  1s tne magnitude of the'velocity in the other zone, a is 
the angle between the two velocities and X. , X  are the x-coordinate 
endpoints of the surface of velocity discontinuity. 
Approaching the r„, surface, the velocity is linear, flowing in a 
direction parallel to the x-axis. S-o, v, in Eq. (3-10) is equivalent 
to v., with a magnitude given by Eq. (2-9). The, magnitude of the 
velocity within the kth element, v, is equivalent to v~ and is derived 
through the principles of volume constancy, resulting in Eq. (2-11). 
From observation, the angle between the two velocities is <t ,. 
a K 
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Furthermore, the x-coordinate endpoints of the r  surface are 
XA = Ro 5imak + xk (B-l) 
along the plane of symmetry of the strip and 
X„ =  R    sim .   + L, B        o ak k (B-2) 
along the surface of the roll. 
R is the radius of the roll, a      is the angle between the inter- 
o ak        ' 
section of the roll with the r,, surface and the axis of symmetry of 
the rolls, x, is the apex position of the element k along the plane 
of symmetry of the strip. L, is the projected length of element k. k \ 
Replacing Eqs.   (2-9),  (2-11),   (B-l), and (B-2)   in Eq.   (3-10) 
a    vf  tf O     '      r 
'2k v   3   
L k-1 
.  2 
sin     B 
1  + 2 k 
sin  ( B. 2k v» 
2 sin  3?.   cos   u 
~
T[Tr{,<2k "  aakr 
v 1   - 
sin   &,,   cosu . 2k ak 
s i n ( a 2 k ak 
(L.   + R    sinu ,   - x.   -  R    sina , ) k        o ak        k        o ak (B-3) 
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Simplifying 
°o vf fcf 
'sr 2k >^   h. k-1 
•in2(.2k-aak)  + sin232k -  2 sin^ cos^ sin( ^-^ 
Tl
'
n
  
{
"zk "  %^> 
sin
 
(
^T^T^^^ri^- 
(Lk "  *k> (B-4) 
& 
Noting  that 
sin  (fl2k  - «ak)  =  sin  ,2k cos llfl|( -  sin «ak cos   32k (B-5) 
Eq.   (B-4) after expanding  the  terms and  simplifying,  becomes 
°o vf lf 
'sr 2k 3    fck-l 
    
Sln
"2k cos"ak  *   sf7lT;a7^i^7 y 
^ 
(L,  -  xk) 
Factoring    out sin^i,,   and noting  that 
(B-6) 
•  2 2 sin u  , =    1   - cos u  . aK ak (B-7) 
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Eq.   (B-6)  reduces   to 
°o vf fcf 
2k /T   tk-! 
,/sln   e^ sin  r^ + cos  s2k  sin   <ak\^ 
5inB2k COSaak  -  s1nrtak cosa2k 
-  sinaak cosa2k ML, *k> (B-8) 
j 
Factoring out sin a . and using the identity 
sin2^ + cos2r2k COS i-. ~. = 1 (B-9) 
reduces Eq. (B-8) to 
°o vf Cf 
sr 2k T t k-1 
Lk - Xk 
cos
-
J2k Sina2k ^U2k '  "^'ak1 
(B-10) 
From the geometry of the problem 
cosa 
Lk ' xk 
2k 
<Lk-v2 + (-^-)2 (B-ll) 
sinB ^-l
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(L,-xJ2 + (^-)2 k k' 
Defining 
Lk - (-g— - T) cot.xak (B-12) 
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simplifies  the shear power  losses along  r?k  surface  to 
°_o vf V 
s
'2k    / 3    t k-1 
(Lk  -  xk)2 +  (^i)2 
xk + ~2 COt"ak 
(3-11) 
Applying this same approach to the ",.   surface 
vl   V"c (Eq.   2-12) 
v2  =   V (Eq.   2-13) 
XA   - RQ sin„k 
(B-13) 
XD   =  R    sinu,   + x. Bo k        k 
Placing  these equations  into Eq.   (3-10),  noting  the appropriate 
identities and geometry,   the shear power losses along r,.   are 
expressed as 
°o vf lf 
sr lk   /~J   \ 
2 x  ,  k,2 xk    +  (-j) 
L~? COtaak + xk 
(3-12) 
APPENDIX C 
Determination of  (xk/R  )        for the Triangular Velocity Field with 
opt 
Linear Rigid Body Motion 
The total  shear losses along the ?'      and r      surfaces are 
Uh     = wr      i;Wr 
k Ik 2k 
2a    v,c, 
off 
/3       Ck       Ck 
1
 
{(xk+(-r)2J+(r]L")[(Lx-xk)2 + ^>2i> (c-i) k-1 . cotu  . +x 2    UUL ak xk 
For further use let  the  following differentiation be performed 
awrjt off 
/3 
2
*k        2(W 
l£ "tUak*xk]\tk Vl 
1 i\
+t&2]        [CL.-x.)2+(-^i)2] k   '2 
[Ji  COtc^+xJ2 'k-1 ak Ak- 
1 (C-2) 
.     off 
^    rJi   C0tu   , +X. ]2 L? ak    kJ 
2(— 
Lk"Xk       tk 
±f)    (/  COtaa|(+Xk) 
k-1 
(xj^)2)        [(W^)   ] .2   ik-1.2 
■k-1 
f.2 
Likewise,   the expression  for  the friction  losses along the element 
k can be simplified to 
Wc _     = — a    m U SF3k   /~T   ° 
Vl   "   lk 
! . If h. 1 
COSrtak-   t^S1nrlak 
(C-3) 
2 sina ak 
For  further use,   let  the  following differentiation be performed. 
(I).   If    (1 - -^^   r-^  
U
       
k
      cosa     ♦   2-^ si 
ak       t, 
-)   >  0 
na 
ak 
Then,, 
s> , 
o .milt . 
o       f 
k Jl 
Vf 'f (1
  *t t 1 
t t 
)    (       \;„„        ) 
U
       
k
     cosa     +  2— sina . 
ak       t, ak k 
sina 
ak 
(C-4) 
3W 
sF3k    qom0tf     (   *f    "   tf)       V^f 
,Xk /3 Sinaak U    rk 
si no. 
2 ilk 
(cosa .  +  2— sina 
ak        t, ak 
2o mLlt _    t,    , . _ 
o       f   .  k-1       ,,     f 
/3 U 
V 
9
 k ,2 
sin^a     [■=—  cotu ,+ x  ] 
ak   / ak       K 
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vf-tf (in if (i - -^--~ 
u. k xk 
) < o 
cosa . + 2 — sina , 
- ak    t.     ak 
k 
"k-1 
Then, W 
sr 5 k 
o mUt. v. tr o  f , f f 
/3   U 
1 DC- 
k k 
cosn , + 2— sina. 
ak   t,    ak 
K 
sina 
ak 
)   (C-5) 
3Wsr anc
*    3k is given by the right hand expression of Eq. (58) with 
3 X, 
a negative sign). 
The position of x. which minimizes the total power consumption at 
element (k) can be found by differentiation of the total power (of 
the kth element) and setting the result equal to zero as follows 
3W, 3W, sr 3 k 
3xk  3 xk j x, 
(C-6T) 
Substitution of Eq. (C-2) and (C-4) into Eq. (C-6) leads to two 
derivations: 
v t 
(D if (i - -r-r 
U [k 
-) > 0 
cosa .' + 2' — sina , 
ak    t,     UK 
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7 
3Wk 2      "oVf 
)Xk       /3   A 
<2( \      
Lk-V "2 V>
2
   «vV2+<-^2 
f— cotci , 1
 2 ak 
tfc       t^^T^-ak-V- — 
"k-1 
2 off 
/3     A 
Ck-t-tk       m 
2 t,   °  U 
:c-7) 
,
2
 sin r_i coto ,   ♦  x, )     ^,v 1
 2 ak k 'lK 
2    WfRo 
/T  A       f xi 
IX,    -   2R 2R R R x, t, 
2       o k k-1 k k-1 o *■- l 
k k-1   ,     k-1     k       ra \      \cotn \              T  
C,    ,   R "uk      '.R t,    ,R '.R '.R ,   2 k-1     o o k-1  oo o       sin a 
-)     -  0 
ak 
R        R 
o   ,     o V2.,,.-   Ck V   A       Ck cot  a..],     C lt + t^)l£>^tM°Jr>-<r "
k
     k Vl 2 
k        k-1 k-1 t,    ,R o o k-1  o 4R 4R 
aak 
Ck 2 Ck 
+
  2R    C°C  °ak"   ^R      T— 
o o       k-1 
k 2 Ck-1  ^ Ck-1,,     Sc .     a  
 
coc
  
a
.Z TZ— + 75—(1~ 7 '  T~ ak '•« <"R            t     .           2 o o              k-lslno 
ak 
«C-8) 
A      Vi ck .     ck-i 
-~   (1  + —MfcV  +   (1  + -^     )cota. .(^)   - -^i  (1  + -^->   - £±  (l   - -~)cot2Q . 
Ck Vl     Ro Ck-1 aK Ro 4Ro Ck-1 4Ro c2   , ak k-1 
Ck-1 \ 
+ -rS-L (1  - AR k-1     sin  t 
'ak r(c-9) 
R     x,    , 
o,  k. 2 
1  - 
"f   *i'  J. As        Ck-1       1 /,       _k  2 *-k-l     , 
^-(F)     + coca^-)   - ^^ —2— (1  - —- cos  aak —- „)   - 0 
k    o o     3 In  a. 
ak k-1 1 + 
k-1 
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(—) R    optimal 
o 
-cota i   */Cot  a 
ak 
+4 1       k-l       1 M       k           2       *~  Wl     . (1- —   cos a.i~,~—:—Ti m) ak     tk    4       Slp^k-   c—"; frlTn-  tk/Vl 
2Ro/ek 
-    ^        f    ..    , ■    rk-1 1 A 2 
k Bin a .   k-1 
nk 
£-  [-coca L+   / ^— (1  - i=A ra)] R ak    V  ,   .   2 lt-x       ' 
o •   Asin a , 
ak 
k
 - r—<°-- »aij Trrjr-. m> k-l k    k-1 
>(C-10) 
J 
uhcre 
b 
k-1 
cm   if a 
vf  cf 
coua .+ 2 —  alna , 
ak      t, ak k 
)   <   0 
(XPcin*i-H'-C0CaakW—V-<1 + irrra)i   • Asin a 
ak 
(C-11) 
,        >   (C-12) 
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The total power consumed around the element k is found by the 
summation of Eqs. (C-1) and (C-3) to read 
t * = — Jk 2 
— a   t,U 
ri ° f r
l   Ck-1       . xk       Lk 
'2     R ik      R R 
o o 
, \2   1 *k 2      \   \2   1  rk-l ' 
(t./R   ) k    o 
o o  o 
[t.    ,/R   ) k- I     o 
(C-T3) 
♦       ^J ,        T ak I 1 ffo 1 U       k     o -  k     o     . cosa ,  »  2—n;— sina ak        T71T ak 
Substitution of values of (x./R )   from Eqs. (C-10) and (C-12) 
K
 ° opt 
lead to Eq. (3-21). 
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